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26 Moving Psychiatric Patients to a New Hospital
Moving to a new state-of-the-art facility can be exciting, but some patients may be intimidated by such a big change. Read how one hospital prepared 129 patients for relocation.
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An analysis of a forensic hospital's mandatory exercise program found 4 themes among patients and staff. Learn how emphasizing therapeutic relationships strengthened more than just muscle.
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41 Partial Hospitalization: Compatible with Evidence-Based and Recovery-Oriented Treatment?
Can a 9-to-5-day treatment program successfully help mental health consumers move toward vocational or recovery-oriented goals? Data from one program show that such service modalities do have potential.
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17 Psychopharmacology
What Should Patients Be Told About Their Medications?
Prescription drugs already come with a wealth of written information, but clinicians should be ready to talk to patients about their medications and answer important questions.
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Influences of Disordered Eating in Prepubescent Children
Find out how to identify and help kids as young as 5 who may be struggling with body image and eating disorders.
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